A2Z Car Removal’s 60 Second Deals Sell Your Car in a Minute
Whether you own a car or someone you know owns a car, you will have an idea of how often car owners in Auckland prefer to change their vehicles

There is an absolute lack of resources for the car owners that want to get rid of their vehicles sooner, as most car dealerships do not offer any kind of
rebates of benefits for the car owners in Auckland.
A2Z Car Removals is doing their best to help Auckland residents to get rid of these vehicles. As a professional car buying firm, they have tried
endeavors with their customer care system.

While speaking to one of the spokespeople, who also happens to be the Head of Customer Care Services, we got important insights on how they
could make this possible.

“We are not scared of getting duplicated. There is no way you can copy our level of expertise, and the kind of training our employees go through.”,
said Courtney on being asked about their business model.

“I see it as an exciting opportunity for myself. This is what I have been training for almost half my adult life, I should be able to do it. Evaluating and
assessing a vehicle can be tough if you are unsure of the criteria that will be used to decide. But we have our own estimates that suit industry
standards.”, said Sameer from the customer service team.

As reported, the company will continue its car removal services in the city of Auckland. These services have been elementary in changing the way car
owners in Auckland get rid of their unwanted vehicles.

Due to high demand and continual requests from customers all around the city, A2Z Car Removals’ top management has decided to keep their
functions running throughout the week. Due to high demand on all days, and people who might need a towing in the weekends, they have decided to
keep availability open on all seven days of the week.

However, the company has been reported to have taken action against fraudulent car owners. “We need to protect our image. Sometimes we get
customers who don’t have the car keys, nor the papers, nor their own identification. We cannot buy cars from such customers because we know it
might not be their own car.”, says one of the top management members.

The firm has also given its approach towards car removal a twist in recent years. Their focus is now on building some social impact. Social impact is
now an evolving concept and has been considered an important aspect of business in recent times. The focus on the creation of social impact
intertwined with the profit-making aspects of the business is what will make any business successful as well as ethical. A2Z Car Removals being a car
recycling company is looking to improve their processes eventually and transform their business.

“Our business is already very environment-friendly. We are not trying to save the environment, but we ware trying to do as much as we can to
prevent the landfills from becoming worse. All vehicles we buy are recycled, reused for car parts or resold to a car buyer. We are eliminating car
waste, and it is profitable to do so!”, said the Co-Founder at A2Z Car Removals.

Beginning the revolution of instant co-creation of services might not be an easy task for most organisations. However, the experience of an
organisation is essential and critical to the success in revolutionizing such an industry which is rather stable. It is only a matter of time that we should
be able to get instant services on more high-involvement decisions.

A2Z Car Removals are car wreckers and a car removal company in Auckland. Their services are car removal, abandoned car buying, paying instant
cash for cars, and send-hand car buying. They buy old cars, used cars, trucks, utes, SUVs, vans, etc. Their services include van pickup, car pickup,
giving cash for old or scrap cars and buying old cars for cash. They also do free car removal of accidental, junk and scrap vehicles. They buy vehicles
of all categories in all makes and models.
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